Chapter 19

Legal Interpretation as a Rule-Guided
Phenomenon

Abstract The content of law is derived from legal texts in a process of interpretation that is not random but is rather supposed to follow some rules. There are
different types of rules of interpretation, and they govern different levels of every
interpretation process. In describing this process, an analogy can be drawn between
some notions present in the contemporary philosophy of language and legal interpretation. Rules of interpretation constitute legal content; i.e. they provide it with
truth conditions. Rules of interpretation are given by a political theory adopted
together with semantic theory grounded in social practice. Ontologically, the most
problematic issue is the question of what makes an application of rules of interpretation correct or incorrect. It is part of a certain view of law to suggest that indeed
there are always facts of some kind (either social practice or moral values) that
guide the application of given rules of interpretation. This common picture of law
is built on some presuppositions, among them normativity (guidance and justification), objectivity and classical realism. Within this view, it is also presupposed that
there are right answers to questions about the content of law. It is argued that Kripkenstein’s sceptical paradox poses a threat to this view, as it questions the existence
of any facts that could guide any types of rules of interpretation. Such an ontological
threat does not necessarily weaken the justificatory function of legal interpretation.
Keywords Interpretation · Meaning theory · Content of law · Rule guidance ·
Rule scepticism

19.1

Introduction

Law can be seen as a system that contains a certain set of rules and relations between them. In legal practice, these rules are derived from legal texts in a process
of interpretation. Interpreters look for the proper meaning of what is written so they
can say that what is meant by a text is in fact a legal rule. Hence, the aim of legal
interpretation is to provide the meaning of a given text of law (i.e. the content of
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law). The ‘proper meaning’ of a legal text can be arrived at only if some rules of
interpretation are followed. This is a platitude about law stating that the process
of interpretation should never be random; instead, there are a number of so-called
second-order rules, such as e.g. clara (non) sunt interpretanda (if the text is clear on
how the first-order rule should be understood, one should (not) engage in a ‘deep’
interpretation process), that should guide it.
Interpretation serves legal discourse in many ways: its function can be seen as
explanatory or heuristic, i.e. providing adequate descriptions of judges’ practices;
it can also be seen as justificatory, i.e. providing reasons for judges’ decisions (see
Studnicki, Chap. 18). However, the most fundamental aspect of legal interpretation
is that it constitutes the content of law. For a judge to say that a certain rule is a valid
legal rule, there must exist a rule of interpretation (a second-order rule) that, when
applied, points to this first-order rule as what is meant by a legal text. However, to
say that law is constituted by the interpretation of a legal text does not automatically
entail an interpretivist theory of law in the Dworkinian style.1
The interpretation of law is a multi-layer phenomenon; on the deepest level,
however, it must at least provide some theory of linguistic meaning. The starting
point of every interpreter of law is always a piece of language that requires some
further processing. In the sense in which the output of such processing is constituted by the latter, interpretation must be seen at least minimally constitutive of the
content of law. In this chapter, an analogy will be drawn between the interpretation
of legal texts and some notions from the contemporary philosophy of language to
develop this issue further.
In this chapter, I also aim to show that legal interpretation is a rule-guided process that operates on different types of rules, some of which can be perceived as
grounded in some semantic theory and others in a kind of social practice, moral
values or political theory. Finally, I would suggest that all levels of interpretation
are subject to some version of Kripkenstein’s sceptical problem that questions the
intuitively realist picture of law where there exists an answer to the question of law
arrived at via correct interpretation.
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linguistic decoding results in a type-like (compared to a token-like) truth-evaluable
propositional form. Whether literal meaning can be formally derived or requires
some contextual input does not change the fact that any theory of interpretation
must deal with the problem of the literal meaning of a text of law anyway. Literal
meaning can be (and in the case of a legal language, it is perhaps even more apparent that it is) a product of free enrichment and saturation processes (governed by
interpretation rules such as ‘every use of the same word in a given statute ought to
be given the same meaning’). However, the theory of linguistic meaning must operate on this explicature-like input even if rules applied at the implicature-like level
aim to allow in the end that what is meant (‘communicated’ or ‘implied’) by a legal
text is much different from what is literally stated in it. This is because the output of
the subsequent level of interpretation is constituted by its input (even if this constitutiveness is to some extent mutual).
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Finally, rules that guide the implicature-like level must be taken into consideration. These are global, heavily context-dependent rules. Since discourse about the
will employ principles that may not always (or, more probably, cannot) be applied
to any other discourses and are far too specific to be discussed within the general
meaning discourse. These are principles that may appeal to some systematic aspects
of law e.g. they may ‘be in accord with constitutional values’.
To sum up, any judge should, in the process of interpretation, follow (not necessarily consciously) formal rules of syntax and semantic rules that locally govern
literal meaning—both type-like and token-like as well as higher-order global rules.
These rules guide different levels of the processing of any legal text. Each level results in an output that becomes an input of the subsequent level and constitutes this
level’s eventual output, etc.

19.3

Metaphysics of Interpretation

What do I mean by saying that any judge should follow certain rules in the process
of interpretation? Well, certainly I do not mean that every judge should be familiar
with different levels of interpretation and types of rules that guide processing at
enon is of little (if any) use for legal practice. This is mostly due to the fact that
the aforementioned theory of meaning (including legal meaning) is hoped to be a
descriptive (explanatory) rather than a normative one.
As far as the justificatory function of legal interpretation is concerned, one should
probably note that higher-order rules (appealing to moral or political values of some
kind) must always operate on a material that is a result of some kind of linguistic
processing. Hence, any political theory that defines the content of higher-order rules
is required to adopt or at least silently agree on some kind of semantic theory that
will deliver input for the secondary pragmatic processes.
In the remaining part of this chapter, however, I do not intend to deal with the
justificatory function of legal interpretation, as I find this a problem of legal epistemology. My concern here is more fundamental, namely ontological. So far, I have
claimed that a logical form-like structure is constituted by some formal syntactic
rules and, together with local rules that guide the development of the logical form,
constitute the explicature-like ‘what is stated’ propositional content of law. This
explicature-like structure, together with higher-order rules, constitutes the implicature-like content of law. However, what exactly do I mean by claiming that rules of
interpretation (operating on logical form-like and explicature-like structures) constitute the content of law? Within philosophy, including the philosophy of law, the
notion of constitutive rules has been discussed in many different contexts and as
such may entail some strong associations. Hence, to clarify this claim of constitutiveness, I would rather discourage any quick analogies between it and potentially
similar notions present in debates concerning either constitutive vs. prescriptive
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(see Hess, Chap. 13)5

structure.

process of legal interpretation.
opted7
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that the con-
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political values (the other ones). I think that such an assumption is a part of a larger
picture of how legal discourse is commonly perceived. Let me call this picture ‘a
common picture of law.’ A picture can hardly be seen as a theory (or some metatheory) of law; instead, it is some general set of views concerning legal discourse.9
An important element of the common picture of law is the normativity of the
rules of interpretation. This normativity consists of at least two aspects: guidance
and justification. Other elements are objectivity and classical realism. Hence, this
picture can be described as follows: there is something (let us call it a fact of some
kind) that guides a judge on how to apply a rule of interpretation and at the same
time can be referred to for this application to be justified. This guidance, however,
does not determine how the rule of interpretation will be applied (as there would be
no place left for normativity at all) but rather how it ought to be applied. Objectivity
in this picture is built on two assumptions: first that no rule of interpretation may be

-
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sentences about meaning.10 To illustrate this problem, Kripke provides his famous
example: if I add 68 and 57, the obvious result is 125. When I say, hence, that ‘68
plus 57 is 125,’ I think that I use the term ‘plus’ correctly, while if anyone said that
e.g. ‘68 plus 57 is 5,’ I would think that she uses the term ‘incorrectly.’ However,
Kripke claims, there is no fact about this world that constitutes either correctness or
incorrectness in both these cases. E.g. from the previous applications of the rule, I
cannot tell whether it is something like ‘x plus y = x + y’ rather than ‘x plus y = x + y
when x, y 57 and x + y = 5 when x, y 57’. If the previous applications of the rule
are not enough to determine the correctness of the new use, then maybe it is the
case that we, in fact, do not follow an abstract rule when deciding on the application
10
Kripke dismisses some potential candidates for such truth-making facts, e.g. Platonic entities,
past uses and dispositions. However, these are of less importance for legal discourse.
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of meaning in question. A language user could e.g. already know all the potential
applications or at least have dispositions for every possible use of the term in question. If my use of the term is the same as the disposition, then it is correct. Kripke,
however, points out that there is an infinite number of potential applications and
that it is impossible for a finite mind such as ours to possess an infinite number of
dispositions.
What follows from Kripke’s sceptical paradox is that our semantic discourse is
non-factual; in other words, whenever one utters a declarative sentence about the
meaning of a linguistic term, there is nothing that makes such a sentence true or
false (and hence makes a given use of a meaning predicate correct or incorrect).
If the semantic aspect of any language is to be seen as a certain set of meanings, conceived of as semantic rules for applying linguistic terms, then Kripke’s
argument claims that we cannot say which rule application is right and which is
wrong, as there are no criteria that make it possible to say when one acts correctly,
i.e. according to the semantic rule. This leads to the counterintuitive conclusion that
meaning cannot be normative, which is the essence of the paradox.
Kripkenstein’s paradox is not, however, limited to general meaning discourse. It
threatens every meaning discourse, including our discourse about the meaning of
a legal text (legal interpretation discourse). Moreover, it actually can be easily applied to every rule-governed discourse. To arrive at some truth-evaluable content,
a legal interpreter must provide some facts (either social or moral) that could serve
as truth-makers for a corresponding proposition. She must also bear in mind that
legal interpretation is a multi-level phenomenon and that the rules of every level of
processing require their own truth-makers.

Conclusions
This chapter aimed at introducing legal interpretation as a multi-level rule-guided
phenomenon. I began by showing that there are different types of rules that guide
the whole process, i.e. formal rules of syntax and semantic rules that locally govern
literal meaning—both type-like and token-like as well as higher-order global rules.
All these rules are supposed to constitute the legal content, which means that the
correct application of appropriate rules should provide sentences about the meaning
of a text of law with truth conditions. I further claimed that his idea, together with
some others, was an element of the common picture of law that adopted a realist
view of legal discourse. However, I finished this chapter by introducing Kripke’s
argument against such a view with an indirect suggestion that it may pose a serious
threat to the very existence of truth-makers for sentences in a discourse about legal
content. The result of this would be a strong claim that no statement about the meaning of a legal text is true or false. Such a non-factual conclusion seems a very strong
one as well as counter-intuitive. However, Kripkenstein’s sceptical paradox is a
strong enough argument seriously to consider alternatives to the common view of
law—this, however, is not the aim of this chapter. It should probably be noted that
the claims of non-factualism are strictly ontological. Epistemic functions of legal
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interpretation, the justificatory one in particular, should retain their force—even if a
sentence is not truth-evaluable, it still may be at least better or worse justified, and
it is the justificatory11 force of legal interpretation that affects legal practice in the
first place.
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Chapter 20

To Whom Does the Law Speak? Canvassing a
Neglected Picture of Law’s Interpretive Field
Paolo Sandro

Abstract Among the most common strategies underlying the so-called indeterminacy thesis is the following two-step argument: (1) that law is an interpretive practice, and that evidently legal actors more generally hold different (and competing)
theories of meaning, which lead to disagreements as to what the law says (that is,
as to what the law is); (2) and that, as there is no way to establish the prevalence of
one particular theory of meaning over the other, indeterminacy is pervasive in law.
In this paper I offer some reflections to resist this trend. In particular I claim that a
proper understanding of law as an authoritative communicative enterprise sheds new
light on the relation between the functioning of the law and our theories of interpretation, leading to what can be considered a neglected conclusion: the centrality of the
linguistic criterion of meaning in our juridical interpretive practices. In the first part
of the chapter I discuss speech-act theory in the study of law, assessing its relevance
between alternative options. Then I tackle the ‘to whom does the law speak?’ question, highlighting the centrality of lay-people for our juridical practices. Lastly, I
examine the consequences of this neglected fact for our interpretive theories.
Keywords Indeterminacy thesis · Law as communication · Legal interpretation ·
Norm-addressees · Speech-act theory
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